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Thank you. My name is Felipe Fontecilla and I deliver this statement as a member of Climate Justice Now.
 
It is said that politics is the art of the possible. But these negotiations are not about what’s possible. They 
are about what power finds acceptable.  
 
Is it acceptable that while the water runs out in Chennai, and while people in Mozambique struggle to 
rebuild their devastated communities, rich people and nations are busy reinforcing their borders and safe-
houses? 
 
Is it acceptable that poor countries must pay for the losses and damages that have been imposed on them, 
while also being asked to pay for technologies and plans to cut their emissions? 
 
Is it acceptable that with one hand you sign declarations of emergency and with the other give permission 
for further extraction? 
 
Is it acceptable that while our home burns to the ground, we are told that the very arsonists who lit the 
match are also the firefighters who will save us?  
 
Even as the flames engulf us, polluting industries are literally busy pouring fuel on the fire. But you know 
this - many of you are helping them do it with subsidies! And here you tell us there’s no way the 
fundamental conflict of interest can be addressed...  
 
Your broken promises and delayed action, from Kyoto to Cancun, have got us into this mess. Now, we 
need radical change to our economic system and our cultures. But you offer dangerous distractions like 
offsetting and market mechanisms - trading everything under the sun and resulting in nothing. We need 
protection for people; you offer the persecution and criminalisation of environmental defenders.  
 
If you really welcomed the science of the IPCC, we would see it in your NDCs, in your laws, in the balance 
sheets of your budgets. Instead, you will applaud a report today and ignore its implications for the rest of 
your tenure.  
 
People around the world are rising up because what this process considers acceptable is fundamentally 
unacceptable to us.  
 


